
ASCEND
SUMMER HOMEWORK 

RISING 6TH GRADE

Dear Families,

In this packet, you will find reading, math, and science activities for your scholar to complete over 
the summer. These activities are meant to challenge your scholar's thinking, while also being fun 
and engaging. Please feel free to complete this work alongside your scholar, asking questions and 
taking part in conversation as you go. This will make the experience even richer!

Research shows that kids who read over the summer are much more prepared for the next school 
year than those who do not. For this reason, in addition to our selected book, your scholar should 
read 2-3 other age-appropriate books over the summer. Your scholar will be better off if they 
complete these chapters and activities over time throughout the summer—switching back and 
forth between reading, math, and science—than if they try cramming them into the last few days.

Thank you for supporting your scholar’s learning. Together, we can push them to new heights!

Ascend Public Charter Schools
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teacher on the first day of school. Happy summer!
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Chapters 16-19
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Book Report
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 RISING 6TH GRADE MATH 

return this completed packet to your 6th grade teacher on the first day of school.

After your child has completed the math problems, if you feel like your child is still struggling on a 
certain concept and needs further practice, you can visit some of the websites listed on page 23.

Practicing multiplication (up to 12) and division facts is VERY important!
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Here is what you are expected to know or be able to do:

1. Understand the meaning of division of whole numbers and how to check your answers through

multiplication. Ex. 34 ÷ 5 = 6 r4, so 5 x 6 = 30 + 4 = 34.

2. Fluently multiply a multi-digit number by a two-digit number.

3. Divide up to a four-digit number by a two-digit number.

4. Understand a fraction as a statement of division. Ex. 2 ÷ 3 = 
2

3

5. Multiply and divide 2 fractions.

6. Divide a fraction by a whole number and a whole number by a fraction.

7. Add and subtraction fractions using unlike denominators, using common denominators.

8. Multiply and divide by 10’s, 100’s and 1,000’s using mental math.

9. Multiply up to 2-digits and decimals up to 2 digits.

10. Solve story problems with adding, subtracting, multiplying, dividing fractions and decimals.

11. Recognize the equivalence of 1 liter, 1,000 ml and 1,000 cm³ and conversion between.

12. Understand volume; cubic centimeter (cm³), cubic meter (m³), cubic inches (in³), cubic foot, (ft³), and

cubic yard (yd³). Be able to compare one cubic inch to one cubic foot and one cubic centimeter to one

cubic meter.

13. Convert measurements of length, weight, area, volume, and time within metric to metric and within

standard measurement to standard measurement.

14. Read, interpret, and solve problems involving line graphs.

15. Construct line graphs from tables of data; including axis labels and scale.
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Rising 6th Grade Science 

Activities to do this summer to prepare for sixth grade: 

1. Complete the Science Choice Board.

• Choose 3 science activities from the choice board.

• Put an X on the square to mark the activity as complete.

• Important Safety Note: You must ask an adult’s permission before using materials, conducting an
investigation, or visiting any sites on the internet.

• Remember:

o You may substitute materials for other similar items that you have at home!

o Some activities require internet access. If you do not have internet access or want to enjoy
screen-free time, you can choose from the other exciting activities!

o Have fun!

2. Read a book about science

Science Books 

Look for these great books about science at your local library through e-book access, or try ReadWorks! 
ReadWorks offers richly illustrated eBooks and a read aloud feature to support readers at all levels. You'll find a 
quick tutorial video about using eBooks at  https://about.readworks.org/parents_remote.html 

Or, if possible, look for these great books about science at your local library! 

Titles Author Topic 

Astrophysicist and Space 
Advocate Neil deGrasse 
Tyson 

Marne Ventura Have you ever stared into the night sky, full of 
stars and planets? As a kid, Neil deGrasse Tyson 
was star-struck when he first visited a 
planetarium. The universe was calling him. Now he 
is a famous astrophysicist with a TV show and 
over 1 million twitter followers. Follow his path 
from fascinated kid to popular space expert. 

Electrical Wizard: How Nikola 
Tesla Lit Up the World 

Oliver Dominguez Learn all about Tesla who contributed to the field 
of electricity and technology. 

What Color Is My World?: The 
Lost History of African- 
American Inventors 

Kareem Abdul- 
Jabbar 

Did you know that James West invented the 
microphone in your cell phone? That Fred Jones 
invented the refrigerated truck that makes 
supermarkets possible? Or that Dr. Percy Julian 
synthesized cortisone from soy, easing untold 
people’s pain? These are just some of the black 
inventors and innovators scoring big points in this 
dynamic look at several unsung heroes who 
shared a desire to improve people’s lives. Learn 
more in this book by basketball legend Kareem 
Abdul-Jabbar 
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Virtual trips 

Summer is a great time to explore science in the city. Consider taking a virtual trip to these exciting 
sites! 

Place Website What to do 

Brooklyn Botanic 
Gardens 

https://www.bbg.org/ Visit the Brooklyn Botanic Gardens 
website for activities, games, 
recipes, and crafts your scholar can 
do at home. 

Prospect Park Zoo (or 
any zoo!) 

https://prospectparkzoo.com/ Have your scholar take notes on 
animals and their structures. 
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command	  center,	  directs	  the	  cell’s	  acAviAes	  

Nucleus	  Vacuole	  

storage	  area	  for	  the	  cell	  	  

Chloroplast	  

Mitochondria	   Ribosome	  

converts	  energy	  to	  food	  for	  the	  cell	  

powerhouse	  of	  the	  cell,	  produces	  energy	  

builds	  proteins	  for	  cell	  funcAons	  	  	  

Golgi	  Body	  

receives,	  packages	  and	  distributes	  materials	  

transports	  materials	  in	  the	  cell	  

Endoplasmic	  	  
ReAculum	  

controls	  what	  enters	  and	  leaves	  the	  cell	  

	  fluid	  that	  fills	  the	  cell	  

protects	  and	  supports	  the	  cell	  

Student	  DirecAons	  
	  

•  Color	  the	  organelle,	  name	  tag	  and	  funcAon	  tag	  all	  the	  same	  color.	  
•  For	  example:	  	  color	  nucleus,	  nucleus	  name	  tag	  and	  nucleus	  funcAon	  tag	  blue;	  color	  

chloroplast,	  chloroplast	  name	  tag	  and	  chloroplast	  funcAon	  tag	  green,	  etc.	  
•  Cut	  and	  paste	  the	  organelles	  to	  make	  a	  cell.	  
•  Cut	  out	  the	  name	  and	  funcAon	  tags.	  	  Match	  them	  up	  and	  then	  paste	  around	  the	  cell.	  
•  Draw	  arrows	  from	  the	  tags	  to	  the	  organelle	  they	  describe.	  



Cell	  Wall	  

Cell	  Membrane	  

Cytoplasm	  
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What’s the Matter?
Matter is anything that takes up space and has mass. Mass is the stuff 
that matter is made of, or the amount of particles in a substance or 
object. Matter has physical and chemical properties and can undergo 
physical and chemical changes.

What are some examples of matter? Well, just look around you and 
everything you see, touch, smell, and breathe are examples of matter.

What is a property?

A property describes how an object looks, feels, or acts. Properties can be physical or chemical. 
Properties can also be quantitative or qualitative. A qualitative property of matter is observed and generally 
can’t be measured with a numerical result. A quantitative property of matter is one that can be measured 
numerically, such as height, length, or weight.

What are examples of physical properties?

Physical properties can be observed. Examples of physical properties can be color, weight, volume, 
size, shape, density, boiling point, or freezing point. 

What are examples of chemical properties?

A chemical property is usually one that can only be seen when a substance undergoes a chemical 
change. These properties cannot be observed by touching or looking. Chemical properties become 
apparent when the structure of the substance is altered chemically. 

An example of this would be adding baking soda and vinegar and watching it bubble and give off a gas. The 
bubbling is an indicator that the properties of the two initial ingredients have recombined to form a new 
substance or substances.

substance AB +substance CD new substance AD + new substance BC

A simple equation of what happens when you add baking soda to vinegar:

baking soda (solid) + vinegar (liquid)           carbon dioxide (gas) + water (liquid)

What is a chemical change?

 A chemical change is a change that results in a new substance (or substances) being formed. The 
important word to remember is new. A chemical change involves the making or breaking of bonds between 
atoms.  A chemical change makes a new substance that wasn’t there before.

What are examples of chemical changes?

Some examples of chemical changes are nails rusting over time, batter turning into a cake in the 
oven, wood or paper burning to ashes, the digestion of food, and the baking soda and vinegar example above.

Vocabulary
matter quantitative

mass qualitative

physical 
properties

chemical 
properties

property

© 2007 - 2021 Education.com
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What is a physical change?

 A physical change is a change in a state of matter. For example, when ice melts, the H2O molecule is 
going from a solid (ice) state to a liquid (water) state of matter. The actual molecule or the arrangement of 
the atoms has not changed—just its state of matter. A physical change can also be a change in appearance 
of matter. For example, a piece of paper is made of paper molecules, and when you tear the piece of paper in 
half, both halves are still made of paper molecules. The atoms and molecules that make up the substance are 
not physically changed.

Physical or Chemical Change?
Put a check to indicate whether you think the item is a physical change or a chemical change.

Physical Change Chemical Change
1. ice melting
2. cutting a pineapple into pieces
3. adding vinegar to baking soda
4. a piece of rusting metal
5. a campfire
6. crumbling a piece of paper
7. sour milk
8. shattering a drinking glass
9. dissolving sugar in water
10. burning paper
11. boiling water
12. burning a match

1.
2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.
8. 9.

10.

11. 12.

VinegarPure
Baking
Soda

Milk

© 2007 - 2021 Education.com
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Try This Experiment
How do you know that a gas is produced as a result of mixing baking soda and vinegar?

Materials

• ¼ cup (56 grams) of baking soda

• ¼ cup (60 milliliters) of vinegar

• 1 small, empty water bottle

• 1 balloon

• 1 funnel

Procedure

1. Stretch the balloon out before using it.

2. Using the funnel, fill the balloon with the baking soda.

3. Pour the vinegar into the empty water bottle.

4. Attach the opening of the balloon to the mouth of the water bottle—be careful not to get any baking
soda into the bottle.

5. Count to three and lift up the part of the balloon that contains the baking soda so that the baking soda
falls into the bottle.

Questions

1. What are the physical properties of the baking soda?

2. What are the physical properties of the vinegar?

Refreshing
Spring 
Water

Vinegar
Pure
Baking
Soda

© 2007 - 2021 Education.com
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3. What happened inside the water bottle when you added the baking soda to the vinegar? What did you
see in the bottle?

4. Did anything happen to the balloon? If so, what do you think caused it?

5. What type of change occurred inside the bottle when you added the baking soda to the vinegar?

6. Fill in the definitions in the vocabulary box below.

Vocabulary
matter

mass

property

qualitative

quantitative

physical change

chemical change

© 2007 - 2021 Education.com
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Predict the Weather
Do you have to pull your child away from the T.V. to get him to complete his homework?
With this activity, you can let him watch T.V. and do his science homework at the same
time!

This activity is to be done over the course of several days.

What You Need:

Paper
Pen/marker
TV

What You Do:

Day 1

Begin by watching one segment of the weather forecast together. Just listen. When the
segment is complete, ask your child to write down the terms that the meteorologist used
that he recognized. Ask him to write a brief definition for each term or to look up the
meanings in their textbooks. Talk about each term together. Examples include low front, jet
stream, humidity, and precipitation.

Day 2-Day 3

Create a chart that looks something like the following:

Predict
Humidity

Actual
Humidity

Predict
Temp.

Actual
Temp.

Predict
Precip.

Actual
Precip.

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Have your child make two charts, one for you and one for him. Your categories may vary based on the specific atmospheric properties
your child is learning in his class. After you have created your chart, watch the weather forecast again. While watching, record the data
given during the program.

Day 4-Day 5

Using the chart you created during Day 2 and Day 3, make a prediction for each category. Then watch the weather forecast and record
the actual readings given by the meteorologist. How close did your predictions come to the real readings? Compare your predictions to
the ones your child made to see who is the ultimate weather bug!

This activity can be continued for as many days as you like. Make a game out of it! See how accurate you can be in predicting the
forecast or evaluating who can come the closest to the actual atmospheric readings. You’ll be learning important terms while spending
some time together, even if it’s in front of the T.V.!

Author: Liza Jenkins
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Intro: No-Sew 10 Minute T-Shirt Tote 
Did you know that about 100 billion plastic bags are used annually in the US alone and only about 2% of 
them are recycled?  

It's a scary statistic but we can all do small things to help our earth! Using reusable bags or totes is a very 
easy way to do your part. It is a great alternative to buying reusable bags or taking merchandise home in 
plastic bags from stores and much more fashionable! They are durable and will last a long time. 

Everyone at some time or another has probably had an old t-shirt that they didn't need or like anymore. 
Instead of tossing it make it into a reusable tote in about 10 minutes. 

All you will need is an old t-shirt and a pair of scissors. 
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Step 1: Cut Sleeves Off of Shirt 

You can use a short or long sleeved t-shirt. It won’t matter because you will be cutting the sleeves off 
anyway. Lay your t-shirt out on a flat work surface. Using a pair of scissors, carefully cut the sleeves off of the 
shirt. 
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Step 2: Cut Neck Out of Shirt 
You can use a large bowl and draw around it on your fabric to get a nice rounded scoop shape or just 
eyeball it and cut the scoop. I just eyeballed it. 

Step 3: Cut Slits and Tie Knots 
At the bottom of the shirt cut slits about every inch through both layers (length will depend on the size of 
the shirt so you will have to make the call) long enough that you will be able to tie them twice. Remember 
the shirt will stretch with weight so try to make sure your tote isn't going to hang to your feet with filled 
with goodies! 
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Keep the slits lined up and starting with one end tie the aligning front and back pieces 
together. Tie together in double knots until you have done the entire row. If you don't want 
the knots to show you can tie them on the inside for a less fringed look. 
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Step 4: Tie Decorative Handles 
This step is optional. Cut small strips of extra fabric and tie small 
knots on the tops of the handles for a more decorative look. The 
tote is finished and ready to use! 
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Seafloor Spreading Model
You grow, plants grow, and yes—rocks grow too! They just grow very slowly.

The earth is made up of different rocky plates, kind of like a big jigsaw puzzle.
Together, all of this rocky jigsaw puzzle is called the lithosphere. Plate tectonics
is the study of these rocky tectonic plates and how they move and change. Plates
move around in different ways. Sometimes they push together at a convergent
boundary. At these boundaries, volcanoes and mountains form as two chunks of
rock push together. At transform boundaries, the plates slide past each other.
Sometimes the sliding isn’t very smooth, and earthquakes happen. At divergent
boundaries like mid-ocean ridges, the plates move away from each other and
new rock oozes up from underneath, adding to the sea floor.

In this experiment, you’re going to model what happens when the ocean floor
spreads.

Problem: Create a model of the spreading sea
floor.

Materials

Cardboard cylindrical container
White 8 ½ x 11 in. piece of paper
Ruler
Colored pencils
Pencil
Tape
Scissors

Procedure

1. Take a cardboard, cylinder-shaped container (such as a Quaker Oats container) and cut a vertical slit about 3 ½ inches long and
¼ inch wide down the side. The slit is your mid-ocean ridge, the place where the plates are moving away from each other.

2. Cut a piece of white paper in half lengthwise.
3. On each piece of paper, measure two inches in from the end and fold the paper so that there is a section on each end to hold

onto.
4. Measure inward another two inches from the fold, and color in that two-inch wide strip.
5. Continue to measure in two-inch segments, coloring every other section.
6. Place the unfolded ends of the paper into the slit in the container. Holding them by the folds, pull the pieces of paper out again. If

you imagine that the slit is the midocean ridge where the plates are moving away from each other, the paper is the new liquid
rock coming out from the ridge. The first bit of paper to come out is the oldest rock, and the last section of paper to come out is
the youngest. Imagine that your paper goes on forever. Soon, the first bit you took out of the hole will be far away from the
midocean ridge. Of course, “soon” in geological time is a very long time in human terms!

7. Take your pieces of paper and tape the ends that aren’t folded to the pencil.
8. Put the pencil inside of the container and pull the ends of the pieces of paper up through the slit.
9. Twist the pencil one way, and the papers will move out and away from each other. This is what happens at a divergent plate

boundary on the mid-ocean ridges.
10. Twist the pencil the other way, and the papers will move in and toward each other. This is what happens at a convergent plate

boundary. Imagine what would happen if those papers had bumps on them. They’d get all bunched together at the hole, and
create mountains.

Why?

How does seafloor spreading work? Imagine that you’re baking a really delicious chocolate cake. After some time in the oven, the top
of the crust begins to crack and the pieces of the cake’s top move away from each other. Unfortunately, you’ve made the batter a little
too wet, and the cake underneath is not yet cooked. As the top pieces of the cake crack and move away from each other, the gooey
underside of the cake moves up into the crack, pushing the pieces of the cake’s top crust away from each other.

The hard crust of the cake is the lithosphere. Underneath the hard part of the earth is the asthenosphere, the gooey liquid rock that
sits underneath the hard outer crust. Sea floor spreading happens at places where plates are moving away from each other and where
the liquid rock from the asthenosphere can come up to the lithosphere. In the places where the plates are moving apart, magma (liquid
rock) moves up into the cracks and solidifies, making a new ocean floor, just like cake batter would ooze up through the cracks.

One intriguing thing about the rock that comes from seafloor spreading is that it shows the history of the Earth. For example, every
million years the Earth’s magnetic poles tend to reverse 4 or 5 times. South becomes north and north becomes south. The rocks on the
seafloor show the history of the magnetic changes in the earth. They are magnetized according to wherever the pole was at the time
the rock formed and cooled on the sea floor. This allows scientists to understand the magnetic history of the earth and the history of
these rocks. You illustrated this magnetic shift when you colored in every other two-inch section. 63
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Design a Cell Phone Stand

ACTIVE TIME
45 minutes to 1 hour

TOTAL PROJECT TIME
45 minutes to 1 hour

KEY CONCEPTS
Engineering design process, prototype, iterate

Introduction
Why buy it when you can build it? That is the attitude you will need for this project. You have probably seen cell phone holders
or stands around the house or in a car. They might seem like a very simple object, but they are a great way to learn about the
engineering design process. In this project, you will design and build your own working phone stand.

Credits
Ben Finio, PhD, Science Buddies
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This activity is not appropriate for use as a science fair project. Good science fair projects have a stronger focus on
controlling variables, taking accurate measurements, and analyzing data. To find a science fair project that is just right for
you, browse our library of over 1,200 Science Fair Project Ideas (http://www.sciencebuddies.org/science-fair-projects/science-projects) or use
the Topic Selection Wizard (http://www.sciencebuddies.org/science-fair-projects/topic-selection-wizard/background-info) to get a personalized project
recommendation.

Materials

Since this is an engineering design project, there is no exact list of materials you need to use. Here are some suggestions to get
you started:

Cell phone or tablet. If you do not have a real phone available, you can make a substitute phone (see Prep Work
(http://www.sciencebuddies.org/account/login-popup?t=AQVl3XOyau6YNjchrtv4U4Vft96nfAZCoUbMGDpZYdGM-q-F_QBTP--

OseJ9FkjXGrkr9Dx7AZplcnQ3JtRUo2jERtdnLC_j0LFjFRM9QwfgoFEdlZ6J4qLrejWDv-

aOAAaOxVDilAziClTtbjJFg02fYjTcZvlNONrY_HK1CuQok04S4TUyvQGZUt6WMwKvG02qUEdlqEWi9oZeg09GjQUy) section).
Structural materials, like corrugated cardboard or wooden craft sticks
Tape or glue
Other assorted office/craft supplies like rubber bands, paper clips, binder clips, pipe cleaners, etc. 

Prep Work

https://www.sciencebuddies.org/science-fair-projects/science-projects
https://www.sciencebuddies.org/science-fair-projects/topic-selection-wizard/background-info
https://www.sciencebuddies.org/account/login-popup?t=AQVl3XOyau6YNjchrtv4U4Vft96nfAZCoUbMGDpZYdGM-q-F_QBTP--OseJ9FkjXGrkr9Dx7AZplcnQ3JtRUo2jERtdnLC_j0LFjFRM9QwfgoFEdlZ6J4qLrejWDv-aOAAaOxVDilAziClTtbjJFg02fYjTcZvlNONrY_HK1CuQok04S4TUyvQGZUt6WMwKvG02qUEdlqEWi9oZeg09GjQUy
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If you do not have a real phone available, you can make a substitute phone and design a holder for it. First, cut out a
rectangular piece of corrugated cardboard about the same size as a smartphone. To make it heavier, tape a rectangular grid of
coins to one side of the cardboard. It should now be about the same size and weight as a real phone.

Procedure

1. Before you can start to design something, you will have to define exactly what problem you are trying to solve. For
example, "I need to be able to see my phone's screen to use GPS while I am driving," or "I want to prop up my tablet to
watch a movie without having to hold it." The best solutions to these different problems probably will not be the same.
Figure out exactly what problem you are trying to solve before you continue. In other words, why do you need a phone
stand? How will you use it?

2. Do some background research. If you have internet access, look around online at designs for different types of cell
phone stands.

Are there different kinds? How are they different? Do they all serve the same purpose?

3. Specify requirements for your phone stand. These requirements will depend on how you plan to use the stand. For
example, do you need it to work for devices of different sizes, or just one? Do you want the angle of the phone to be
adjustable? Do you need to make sure certain buttons or ports on the phone remain accessible? Do you need to be able
to type or push buttons on the screen without knocking it over?

4. Brainstorm some designs for your phone stand. Make sketches of them on paper and write down the materials you
would need to build them. Try to come up with at least three different designs, then think about how they would meet
your requirements. Your designs do not have to look like the example in this project; you can do something totally
different!

Which one do you think will meet the requirements the best?
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5. Build a prototype of your best design. You might need to start adjusting your design at this point! For example, maybe the
parts do not fit together like you thought they would. If you run into problems when building your prototype, it is OK to
modify the design, or even switch to a completely different design if you realize it will not work as intended. This picture
shows a prototype made from wooden craft sticks, rubber bands, and paper clips, held together with glue. The craft
sticks provide the frame, the paper clips hold up the phone, and the rubber bands provided added friction to prevent the
stand from sliding around.

6. Test your prototype! Try using it yourself or giving it to someone else to try out, and go through various real-world usage
scenarios. For example, can you plug in the phone's charging cable? If you push on the screen, does it fall over? You
could even try dropping the stand (take out the phone first!) to see if it breaks.

Does your prototype meet all of your requirements?

7. If not, then it is back to the drawing board—time to iterate and make changes to your design. Keep iterating until your
phone stand meets all your requirements.

Cleanup
Any cleanup steps after the activity is done.

What Happened?

Did your phone stand work perfectly on the first try? You might have thought you had a perfect design on paper, and then been
surprised to find out it did not work as intended. Maybe there was not enough friction between your stand and the table, so it slid
around too easily. Maybe it was too narrow and fell over when you put the phone in, or maybe the materials you used were not
stiff enough and sagged under the weight of the phone. There are plenty of things that could have gone wrong—but that is why
you built a prototype and tested it first! That gave you a chance to make changes to your design to make sure it met all your
requirements.
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Engineers do the same thing—you would not want to design a product, start selling it, and then find out it does not work
properly. That could result in your company losing a lot of money, or worst case, result in people getting seriously injured or
killed (e.g. for products like cars, or electrical appliances that could catch fire). Engineers almost always build and test
prototypes before launching a final product. Now that you are familiar with the engineering design process, what will you design
next?

Digging Deeper

Look around you. You are probably surrounded by tons of everyday objects, like your cell phone stand, that do not seem very
"scientific." Desks, chairs, lamps, doors, pencil holders, etc. However, many of these objects were probably designed by
engineers, who had to figure out things like what materials to make them out of, how much weight they would need to support,
and how to manufacture them. If the engineers do their jobs well, you might never notice. But you would certainly notice if the
chair you were sitting in fell apart or the light switch did not work!

Engineers design things using the engineering design process, which is different from the scientific method. The exact steps of
this process may vary a bit depending on who you ask, but they generally go something like this:

Define the problem
Do background research
Specify requirements
Brainstorm solutions
Build a prototype
Test the prototype
Iterate

What does "iterate" mean? It means you might do some of the steps more than once! Things rarely work perfectly on the first
try. You might think you have the perfect design for something, then test it and find out it does not work at all—so it is back to
the drawing board! That is probably what you experienced with your cell phone stand.

For Further Exploration

Even if your phone stand meets all your initial requirements, you can still try to improve it. For example, can you make a
stand with equivalent performance using fewer materials? In the real world, this would save on manufacturing costs.

Additional Resources

Project Guide

The Engineering Design Process (http://www.sciencebuddies.org/science-fair-projects/engineering-design-process/engineering-design-process-steps)

If you like this activity, you might enjoy exploring these related careers:
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Career Profile
Have you always loved art? Do you have a good
eye for beauty, balance, and form? How would
you like to see your designs show up in toy
stores? Or in a sporting goods store? Or at a car
dealer? Commercial and industrial designers
create the shape and form of every type of

manufactured good that you can think of—from toys, sporting goods, and medical equipment to high technology products,
furniture, toothbrushes, and toasters. They design the form of new products that are as beautiful and… Read more
(http://www.sciencebuddies.org/science-engineering-careers/engineering/commercial-industrial-designer)

Commercial & Industrial Designer (http://www.sciencebuddies.org/science-engineering-

careers/engineering/commercial-industrial-designer)

(http://www.sciencebuddies.org/science-engineering-

careers/engineering/commercial-industrial-designer)

Career Profile
Mechanical engineers are part of your everyday life,
designing the spoon you used to eat your breakfast, your
breakfast's packaging, the flip-top cap on your
toothpaste tube, the zipper on your jacket, the car, bike,
or bus you took to school, the chair you sat in, the door
handle you grasped and the hinges it opened on, and

the ballpoint pen you used to take your test. Virtually every object that you see around you has passed through the hands
of a mechanical engineer. Consequently, their… Read more (http://www.sciencebuddies.org/science-engineering-careers/engineering/mechanical-

engineer)

Mechanical Engineer (http://www.sciencebuddies.org/science-engineering-careers/engineering/mechanical-engineer)

(http://www.sciencebuddies.org/science-

engineering-careers/engineering/mechanical-

engineer)

Career Profile
CAD (computer-aided design) technicians combine art and
engineering to prepare the technical drawings and plans from
which everything in the world is made—from toys to toasters,
houses to hoses, satellites to sewer systems. CAD
technicians are essential to the design and construction of
everything you see around you. Read more

(http://www.sciencebuddies.org/science-engineering-careers/engineering/cad-technician)

CAD Technician (http://www.sciencebuddies.org/science-engineering-careers/engineering/cad-technician)

(http://www.sciencebuddies.org/science-

engineering-careers/engineering/cad-

technician)
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You can find this page online at: https://www.sciencebuddies.org/stem-activities/build-a-cell-phone-stand

You may print and distribute up to 200 copies of this document annually, at no charge, for personal and classroom educational
use. When printing this document, you may NOT modify it in any way. For any other use, please contact Science Buddies.

Career Profile
You use mechanical devices every day—to zip
and snap your clothing, open doors, refrigerate
and cook your food, get clean water, heat your
home, play music, surf the Internet, travel
around, and even to brush your teeth. Virtually
every object that you see around has been
mechanically engineered or designed at some

point, requiring the skills of mechanical engineering technicians to create drawings of the product, or to build and test
models of the product to find the best design. Read more (http://www.sciencebuddies.org/science-engineering-careers/engineering/mechanical-

engineering-technician)

Mechanical Engineering Technician (http://www.sciencebuddies.org/science-engineering-

careers/engineering/mechanical-engineering-technician)

(http://www.sciencebuddies.org/science-engineering-

careers/engineering/mechanical-engineering-technician)

Copyright © 2002-2021 Science Buddies. All rights reserved. Reproduction of material from this website without written
permission is strictly prohibited. 

Use of this site constitutes acceptance of our Terms and Conditions of Fair Use (http://www.sciencebuddies.org/about/terms-and-conditions-of-fair-
use). 

Privacy Policy (http://www.sciencebuddies.org/about/privacy-policy)
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Rising 6th Grade Social Studies 

Welcome to 6th Grade! To prepare for 6th grade Social Studies, please complete parts 1 and 2 below. Completing 

these steps will make class easier and more fun. Each of these steps will prepare you to succeed in the first unit of 

the year! Some choices require internet access. If you do not have internet access or want to enjoy screen-free 

time, you can choose from the other options! 

Part 1—Geography: Please complete steps A, B, or, C below. Completing these steps will make class easier and 

more fun. Each of these steps will prepare you to succeed in the first unit of the year! 

A. Geography: Open a web browser. Google search for

“Seterra World Continents and Oceans - Map Quiz

Game.” Complete the map quiz until you memorize

where all the continents and oceans are.

       OR 

What is the fastest time you can complete the 

quiz? Try to get 100% in less than a minute! 

B. Geography: Open a web browser. Search for “Seterra

World Physical Features - Map Quiz Game.” Complete

the map quiz until you memorize locations important

deserts, rivers, oceans, mountains, and other physical

features of the earth.

        OR 

What is the fastest time you can complete the 

quiz? Try to get 100% in less than 2 minutes! 
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C. Geography: Fill out the world map below by correctly

labeling each Ocean and each Continent. A word bank

has been provided for you.
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Continents: Africa, Europe, Asia, South America, North America, Antarctica, Australia/Oceania 

Oceans: Pacific, Atlantic, Indian, Southern, Arctic 

Bonus: Label where the Sahara Desert is. 
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Part 2—History: Please complete steps A or B below. Completing these steps will make class easier and more 

fun. Each of these steps will prepare you to succeed in the first unit of the year! 

A. Watch: Go to YouTube.

Search for “Kingdom of

Kush - History Of Africa

with Zeinab Badawi.”

Watch this

documentary, then

answer the questions to

the right. (Look up

“Kingdom of Kush -

History Of Africa with

Zeinab Badawi” on

YouTube.)

       OR 

Complete step B 

Why was the Kingdom of Kush important? 

How was the kingdom of Kush similar to Ancient Egypt? How was it 

different? 
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B. Read the text pasted

below, then answer

questions 1-3 to the

right.

1. How did the Nile River help the Egyptian people?

2. What was the government like in Ancient Egypt?

3. Were any women powerful in Ancient Egypt? Give an example.
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